
model EU-3377BFG
 

Bottle Filler Attachment

FEATURES & BENEFITS

QUALITY CONTROL
Pre-built fountain is pressure tested to ensure no leaks and
proper functionality.

GALVANIZED FINISH
Tough galvanized coating is ideal for areas where rusting is
an issue, and vandalism and graffiti could be present. Due
to the galvanizing process, appearance will be a rough,
unfinished galvanized surface.

PUSH BUTTON VALVE
The push-button activated valve assembly allows for front
access stream adjustment as well as cartridge and strainer
access. The valve works at an operating pressure range of
30 to 90 psi (2.1 to 6.2 bar).

LAMINAR FLOW
Adjustable, splash-free, 1 gpm (3.78 L) laminar water flow.

ATTACHMENT INSTALLATION
Bottle filler attachment can be ordered with a 3377
pedestal drinking fountain, or added to an existing
installation.

CONSTRUCTION
Heavy-duty 3/16" (.47 cm) galvanized steel pedestal
attachment is supplied with a top down access plate.

OPTIONS

Bottle Filler Attachment: Model 3377BF, bottle filler
attachment for the Haws 3377 pedestal fountain utilizes a
satin finish stainless steel bracket, 100% lead-free
waterways, laminar flow, and painted galvanized steel
pedestal extension.
Bottle Filler Attachment: Model 3377BFFR, freeze-resistant,
bottle filler attachment comes with push button operation,
3/16" galvanized steel top-access pedestal extension with
green powder-coated finish, and a vandal resistant
bottom plate.

For more information, visit www.hawsco.com or call (888)
640-4297.

SPECIFICATIONS

Model 3377BFG bottle filler attachment for the 3377G
pedestal drinking fountain shall include a 14 gauge Type 304
Stainless Steel bottle filler bracket, 3/16" galvanized steel
top-access pedestal extension, 100% lead-free waterways, 1
gpm (3.8 L) laminar flow, push-button operated stainless steel
valve with front-accessible cartridge and flow adjustment,
and vandal-resistant bottom plate. Appearance of
galvanized finish may vary. May be an accessory to a new
3377G pedestal drinking fountain or retrofit to an existing
3377G.

APPLICATIONS
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